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Abstract: In the modern era of Computer science , people likely to make the computer
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system as of them, which in turn we call as moving towards the 5 th generation ,i.e.
Artificial Intelligence. This paper introduces the clustering of web text for processing
short and sparse documents (e.g., search result snippets, product descriptions,
book/movie summaries, and advertising messages) on the Web. The topic is solving two
main challenges posed by these kinds of documents: (1) data sparseness and (2)
synonyms/homonyms. The former leads to the lack of shared words and contexts among
documents while the latter are big linguistic obstacles in natural language processing
(NLP) and information retrieval (IR). The underlying idea of the framework is that
common hidden topics discovered from large external datasets (universal datasets),
when included, can make short documents less sparse and more topic-oriented.
Furthermore, hidden topics from universal datasets help handle unseen data better. The
proposed framework can also be applied for different natural languages and data
domains. We carefully evaluated the framework by carrying out two experiments for two
important online applications (Web search result classification and matching/ranking for
contextual advertising) with large-scale universal datasets and we achieved significant
results. Hence of the point describing the clustering mainly concerned towards the
common data mechanism. Retrieving such data or text is a mechanism of mining; which
focuses the transformation and picking the common data.

1. INTRODUCTION

C

omputer science is such a vast subject having no
tools specifically to perform so and so operation
likely to be in our topic clustering of text from web
pages. Today’s tool may be a advanced version for
tomorrow. This paper describes the mechanism of
motioning a cluster data of web text, which in turn may
come across to a nice and beautiful concept to implement
Modern web search engines are tasked with returning
the few most relevant results based on an often
ambiguous user query and billions of web documents.
Over ten years, ranking techniques harnessing link,
anchor text, and user click- Permission to make digital or
hard copies of all or
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part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted
without fee provided that copies are not made or
distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first
page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers
or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee. However, a major challenge is the inherent
ambiguity of the user query. These queries are rarely
more than a few words in length and may represent many
potential information needs. One of the most promising
(and common) approaches to handle this ambiguity is
through automatic clustering of web pages. The
usefulness of clustering for resolving this ambiguity relies
on the cluster hypothesis “the associations between
documents convey information about the relevance of
documents to requests.” Work by Voorhees and Hearst
has
suggested
that
the
cluster
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hypothesis is true.
There have been a number of successful applications
of the hypothesis, including search result clustering
alternative user interfaces document retrieval using topicdriven language models, and improved information
presentation for browsing. Topics may also be associated
with temporal trends. Viewed in a different light, the cluster
hypothesis can be seen as a way to increase diversity in
search results. Diversity is the extent to which the results
returned by a search engine pertain to different information
needs. If an ambiguous user query can have many
meanings, a search engine can assume that documents
from different topical clusters represent different
information needs.
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user-contributed tags has the potential to improve all of the
previously stated applications of the cluster hypothesis,
from user interfaces to topic-driven language models to
increasing diversity of results.
This paper makes the following contributions. We
show significant gains in the quality of automatic clustering
of web documents by the K-means algorithm when it is
also provided tagging data. We show that tags are different
from “just more” page text by demonstrating that their
naive inclusion fails to achieve the full extent of these
gains. We then present Multi-Multinomial LDA, an
extension of the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) clustering
algorithm that explicitly models text and tags, significantly
outperforming K-means on a broad clustering task. We
consider whether tags are a qualitatively different type of
annotation than the anchor text of back links. We conclude
that the benefits of including tagging data still stand with
the inclusion of anchor text. We look at whether tagging
only helps for clustering a large collection of general
documents, or whether it can help a more specific
collection (e.g., documents having to do with
programming). We find that tagging data is even more
effective for more specific collections. Finally, we conclude
with a discussion of tagging data’s implications for
information retrieval in document clustering and beyond.

2. RELATED WORK

Thus, an engine which returns results from many topical
clusters is likely to have greater diversity. This paper
addresses one central question: How can tagging data be
used to improve web document clustering? This is part of a
major trend in information retrieval to make more and
better use of user-provided data. Social bookmarking
websites such as del.icio.us and Stumble Upon enable
users to tag any web page with short free-form text strings,
collecting hundreds of thousands of keyword annotations
per day. The set of tags applied to a document is an
explicit set of keywords that users have found appropriate
for categorizing that document within their own filing
system. Thus tags promise a uniquely well suited source of
information on the similarity between web documents.
While others have argued that tags hold promise for
ranked retrieval, including at least one approach that uses
clustering, this paper is the first to systematically evaluate
how best to use tags for the important task of clustering
documents on the web. High quality clustering based on

As of the concepts seems to easy as of going through
manually , but in fact not easy how many documents a
person can go through to process the cluster data, it’s so
difficult. Hence of data clustering can be automated using
some algorithm likely be a matrix base clustering
algorithm.
We define the web document clustering task as follows:
1. Given a set of documents with both words and tags
partition the documents into groups (clusters) using a
candidate clustering algorithm.
2. Create a gold standard to compare against by utilizing
a web directory.
3. Compare the groups produced by the clustering
algorithm to the gold standard groups in the web
directory, using an evaluation metric.
A cluster intuitively corresponds to a group of objects
whose members are more similar to each other than to the
members of other clusters. Typically, the goal of cluster
analysis is to determine a clustering, that is, a set of
clusters, such that intra-cluster similarity is high and inter-
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cluster similarity is low. Clustering methods are usually
classified according to two aspects: the generated
structure, which could be hierarchical, flat, or overlapping;
and the technique used to implement the structure,
including divisive (start from a set of objects and split it into
subsets, possibly overlapping) and agglomerative (start
from individual objects, i.e., singletons, and merge them
into clusters). Various clustering methods are used in
various fields of applications. Flat non-overlapping
clustering is popular in pattern recognition applications
such as identifying shapes as disjoint clusters of pixels in
an image. In contrast, overlapping methods allow objects
to be members of more than one cluster. In the context of
document clustering, the overlapping corresponds to the
useful notion that the same document may belong to
several unrelated topics. An advantage of non-hierarchical
methods is performance. It is in general faster to generate
flat list than a hierarchy. Thus, for on-line clustering, at
methods (overlapping or partitioning) have often been
preferred mostly because they require only linear (under
certain constraints) time complexity. The overriding
argument in favor of hierarchical clustering, however, is
that it is much more effective for browsing, because it
enables the user to do a logarithmic-time traversal of the
tree from general to more specific topics, as opposed to
the linear-time traversal of non-hierarchical methods. This
is particularly the case if internal (generated) nodes can
reveal information about their contained sub-hierarchies. It
also presents the advantage over many (but not all)
divisive methods of not requiring the a priori definition of
the ideal number of clusters. Unlike those methods,
hierarchical clustering does not impose a predefined
structure over a set of objects. As we will see in the
following, the clustering output can then be controlled by
the degree of cohesion of each cluster, rather than by an
arbitrary number of clusters or elements per cluster. Our
choice of hierarchical clustering introduces the challenge of
good performance so as to enable ephemeral clustering.
Although the typical input document set for ephemeral
clustering is much smaller than for clustering, achieving
optimal performance is highly important. We show in how
the performance issue is addressed.
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3. METHODS
As of the process mechanism of clustering is followed , if
we at least consider a single word which comprises of
alphabets, it’s easy to process, but in case of the word
contains alpha-numeric, may also some special symbol
like dollar , hence of and in order to rule the clustering
algorithm to work effectively and in a optimized manner,
recalling that the HAC algorithm requires a similarity
measure between documents, by considering as input a
matrix of pair wise similarities on the set of documents to
be clustered. Instead of attempting to improve the
effectiveness of HAC itself, we propose to improve the
quality of its input, i.e., improve the quality of the profile
vectors on which to apply the similarity measure. This is
achieved through the following scheme. Instead of the
typical use of single words as indexing units, our indexing
unit consists of a pair of words that are linked by a lexical
affinity (LA). An LA between two units of language stands
for a correlation of their common appearance. It has been
described elsewhere how LAs can be extracted from text
at a low cost word sliding window technique. One key
advantage of LAs over phrases is that they represent more
exile constructs that link words not necessarily adjacent to
each other. In the LA-based IR system described in we
used profiles mixing both LAs and single words, partly
because many users issue single-word queries, and partly
because precision cannot be preferred too significantly
over recall in an arbitrary search application. Here,
however, precision is the key criterion, and each document
is at least a few sentences long and therefore, we suggest
to use exclusively LAs as indexing units. We will justify this
decision via experimental results later on. Before doing so,
let us illustrate via some examples how LA-based profiles
can improve the precision of the pair wise similarity scores
and therefore of the clustering output. One can
immediately see in that example that LAs are more
informative than single words, and provide de facto
disambiguation.

Fig.3.1showing the process complexity in terms of
dendogram
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The Spherical k-means Algorithm
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Cosine Similarity
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Finally, presentation is obtained through a user
interface that facilitates cluster-browsing by adding
pseudo-titles to internal nodes and through an intuitive
visual representation of the hierarchy.
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